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Abstract: Test data volume reduction and power consumption during testing time
outlines are two main problems for Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) gadgets.
Most the code-based arrangements have been utilized to diminish test data
volume, although the most notable way that test data volume is high. The switch-
ing action that happens between the test carriers leads would expand power con-
sumption. This work presents a compression/decompression methodology for
limiting the amount of test data that should be kept on a tester and conveyed to
each center in a System on a Chip (SOC) during a test utilizing the Adaptive Mul-
tiscale Transformation Run Length Code (AMT-RLC). The data transmission
capacity between the tester and the SOC is a block when testing modern SOCs
with a few centers to check how long the test can run. The proposed work keeps
the tester in the SOC and the test vectors in a compacted memory structure. A
modest quantity of On-chip equipment is needed to release different test vectors.
Due to its variouscharacteristics that decrease the test data volume, the Adaptive
Multiscale Transformation Run Length Code is picked for a center test vector fra-
mework. These attributes ensure that the code words overhead is decoded (and
applied to the center's output exhibit grouping commitment) utilizing an exact cell
cluster that occupies less space. The suggested strategy may provide test data
compression with much-reduced Area overhead for the decoder and low power
consumption, according to the results. The abstract shall be running continuously
(not structured) and shall not include reference citations. Abbreviations should be
defined in full the first time they appear. Abbreviations could be then used, quoted
in-between parentheses.
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1 Introduction

The most recent advancements in System-on-a-Chips (SoC) have combined the large growth in circuit
density with late innovations in circuit density, test data volume, and test power dispersion. As the agility of
SoCs grows, testing expenses such as difficulty and chip size are quickly increasing [1]. The SoC test is
concerned with the vast amount of test data recorded in the test memory and transported to the test
circuit. Test power is expected to consider the great responsibility for developing the exchange during the
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test, a massive activity in most testing power. Test Data Compression [2] offers SoCs test data volume and a
favorable response about test time, high power and unique power abuse. The pre-registered test cluster for the
Intellectual Property (IP) position is compressed with a little test, stored in the Advanced Test Equipment
(ATE) memory. In the literature, many strategies for regulating test data, test application time, and power
consumption volume in the test model were described [3,4]. Test data compression mode and Built-In
Self-Test (BIST) techniques are effective ways [5,6]. Regardless of these methods, test data amount and
test application time may be more suitable for compression system testing [7]. Regardless, this stabilized
test set achieves reduced disclosure of non-physical errors shown. However, BIST does not require more
draw test application time and is still the most commonly used logic test for memory testing. Alternative
techniques used to reduce the amount of test data for system-on-chip depend on the data compression
strategy used, for example, verification coding, run-length coding, and Columbus decoding [8,9]. None of
these codes are logic circuits that reproduce the specific attributes of the pre-registered test set. The use of
variable-length input Huffman to encode the press test data is presented in [10]. Be that as it may, the
decoding intricacy for large square sizes of data compression for code-based methods makes it
unacceptable for on-chip decompression. Like this, a substitute method has to defeat the downsides of
test data compression. So in this work, use an Adaptive Multiscale Transformation Run-Length Code
algorithm for test data compression and fault detection for benchmark circuits. The following
methodologies are motivated for this research work.

i) To increase the compression ratio using efficient run-length coding compression methods.
ii) To introduce a compression/decompression scheme based on the Adaptive Multi-Scale

Transformation Run Length Code (AMT-RLC) for reducing the amount of test data that needs
to be saved on a tester and transferred to each core in a System on a Chip (SOC) during a test

iii) To compare these new techniques with conventional techniques to achieve less power dissipation,
less memory and High fault coverage.

The rest of this work is organized into five sections: The introduction of test data compression is
discussed in Section 1. The literature survey in Section 2 is based on current test data compression
methods. The suggested Adaptive Multiscale Transformation Run Length Code is discussed in Section 3.
(AMT-RLC). The suggested Adaptive Multiscale Transformation Run Length Code (AMT-RLC) based
test data compression is discussed in Section 4 along with its simulation results and performance analysis.
The conclusion of the Adaptive Multiscale Transformation Run Length Code (AMT-RLC) based test data
compression is discussed in Section 5. It will speed up the review and typesetting process.

2 Research Background

Three test compression strategies, including an appropriate direct decompression-based system [11], a
broadcast check-based system, and a code-based system [12], can minimize the size of test data. Among
them, it is a typical compression method, which uses the information required by the circuit from the
immediate decompression-based system to the age of the fault generation or test configuration. The
transmission check-based system then applies necessary data to the circuit displaying shortcomings
through which the test grid is compressed and the test configuration is in progress. Regardless, the code-
based system is not the most reasonable to focus on secure development, so the circuitry data required is
a worry and prefers high test data pressure. Coding schemes based on fundamental coding techniques,
run length, and additional coding systems are the three categories of code-based initiatives. Variable-
Length Input Huffman Code (VIHC) [13], Selective Huffman Code (SHC) [14], and ideal clear Huffman
code [15] are the real length coding approaches. These Coding schemes revolve around repetition in the
context of predominantly test data images. Regardless, the method includes different run-length coding
methods, such as Frequency Directed Run-Length (FDR) Code [16], Extended Frequency Directed
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Run-Length (EFDR) Code [17], Alternate Run Length Code [18], Multi-Dimensional Part Run-Length Code
(MDPRC) code [19], Variable-length PRL (VPRL) code [20], Computable Pattern Run Length (CPRL) code
[21], Equal Run Length Code (ERLC) [22], 2n Pattern Run Length (2n-PRL) code [23].

One of the codings runs that runs backward and continues to the next 0 or 1 s is one of the
aforementioned coding strategies that rely on 0 or 1 s. Block Blending (BM) codes [24,25], nine-code
compression technique (9C) codes [26], block combination and eight-code (BM-8C) methods [27] are
some of the other coding systems. After the test data is stacked into the scan chain and combinational
circuit by the mobile task, the progression of unreasonable logic states occurs to expand the Output of the
test power spread [28,29]. Therefore, a process has been established to reduce the test power spread [30].
Its down-utilization cannot ignore the bit filling plan, such as the amount of change, 0 filling plan, 1-
filling plan and MT-filling plan, and other coding schemes are equivalent. The Extended Run Length
Code (ERLC) and the multi-level coding method are used to reduce test data . The authors [31] introduce
Augmented Recurrence Hopping Based Run-Length Coding (ARHRLC) to reduce the test data sequence.

3 Proposed Adaptive Multiscale Transformation Run-Length Code-Based Data Compression Method

The proposed Adaptive Multi-Scale Transformation Run Length Code (AMT-RLC) system, is made up
of various functional or logical blocks. To begin, the whole test vectors are saved in memory and supplied to
RJC during each testing session. The Reconfigurable Johnson Counter (RJC) architecture is used to create
these test sequences at random. If the length of the current test sequence is too long, the data was split
into 10-bit blocks using a spilt test block. Using the AMT-RLC algorithm, the suggested test sequence is
compared and matched to the following test sequence. Based on the correlation of the various test
sequences, it generates distinct state values. Those test sequences are then transmitted to Circuit Under
Test (CUT). The block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1.

Seed Data’s From Memory

Function of Reconfigurable 
Johnson Counter

Adaptive Multi Scale Transformation Run Length Code 
(AMT-RLC) 

Split Data, matched Data and Compressed Data

Compressed Data

Benchmark Circuit under 
Test

Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed system
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3.1 Input Scan Operation of Test Data for Benchmark Circuit

Benchmark testing is the process of putting a part of a whole system through its paces to determine the
application's display characteristics. The benchmark test is reproducible in the sense that the introductory
assessments only vary by a few percent each time it is done. This enables single changes to be made to
the program or setup, intending to determine if the appearance improves or degrades. Benchmarking may
be used to combine parts of security testing. When benchmarking firewalls, a model is used. This
necessitates the execution of system and customer loads, as well as security intrusions, against the
section's presentation benchmark. Benchmarking goals are usually divided into two categories.

1. To test and tune the framework to arrive at a presentation necessity or Service Level Agreement
(SLA). For this situation, a progression of benchmark tests is led related to iterative cycles of
execution tuning.

Hardware Description Language (HDL) portrayal of the benchmark circuit is thought; at that point, the
Fault has been infused into a unique circuit. Test Pattern is created by contrasting the yield of a unique and
Fault circuit. Limited or decreased test vectors are taken and actualized in Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA). The execution of the two algorithms is contrasted at last and has with the check, which has more
effectiveness. This exploration work ISCAS 89’ circuit is chosen. This research work has chosen multiple
stuck at Fault in the circuit. Stuck Fault may be stuck at “0” or “1” fault. Fig. 2 shows that stuck at “1”
fault is injected at the Output of a9 (Output of NAND Gate).

The S27 circuit, which belongs to the ISCAS 89’ benchmark circuit family, exhibits a stuck at “1” faults
response, as shown in Tab. 1. It's a circuit with four data sources in a row: Two inverters, output, D-1ype flip
failures eight gates (one AND, one NAND, two ORs, and four NORs) are shown in Fig. 2. Built-In-Self Test
has been used to test the circuit. At first, defects are incorporated in the circuit's various bits. A similar
procedure was followed for other ISCAS benchmark circuits for all nodes based on circuit capacity.

Fig. 3 shows that stuck at “0” fault is injected at a5 (input AND Gate, which is Common for the input of flip
flop.) Tab. 1 shows the stuck at ‘0” faults reaction of the S27 circuit, which has a place with the ISCAS 89’
benchmark circuit family. It is a consecutive circuit with four data sources: Output, D-type flip failures, two
inverters eight gates (1 ANDs + 1 NANDs + 2 ORs + 4 NORs), Shown in Fig. 3. The circuit has been tested
by utilizing Built In-Self Test. At first, faults are embedded into the different bits of the circuit. The comparable
method was followed for different ISCAS benchmark circuits for all nodes dependent on the circuit limit.

Figure 2: Stuck –at-1-fault (a9)
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3.2 Implementing Adaptive Multi-Scale Transformation Based Test Data Compression

When compared to the existing run-length code-based Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) system,
the proposed AMT-RLC logic reduces the test sequence. When comparing the AMT-RLC LFSR design to
their trademark polynomial, this AMT-RLC logic, which is based on some rules, executes progressive
bounces between states. The least amount of test information is stored in this AMT-RLC logic by picking
the test information in the meaningless bits of the test design. Turning the heading of all the data flow
between the latches indicated in the AMT-RLC logic tapping (XOR-ing 0th and 9th bit stored in
2ndposition) and taping the 10th and 6th contributions to the third lock executes the trade between the
musical designs.

3.2.1 Implementation of Reconfigurable Johnson Counter
The Reconfigurable Johnson Counter (RJC) is made up of D-flip flops (D-FF) and a multiplexer that

may be used to build unique test designs by selecting the activity method. CLK, enable (en), choice line,
D-FF, and qn-1 then single yield as qn are the five information sources in the redesigned RJC structure.
When the recommended RJC counter reaches the determination line, which is equivalent to logic “0,” it
generates new test designs that employ tally activity to avoid back-to-back test groups. The current test
sequence (seeds) is handled from memory if the choice line is set to logic “1.”. The implementation of
RJC employing D-FFs XOR-ed with the feedback loop results in a new sequence of the test vector, as
shown in Fig. 4.

Table 1: Stuck at‘1’ and ‘0’ Fault Detection-without compression

Input
sequence

0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111

Normal
output
sequence

1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0

Stuck at
1 fault-
a9.

- Detected Detected Detected - - - - - Detected - Detected - - - Detected

fault –a5 Detected Detected D Detected - - - - Detected Detected Detected Detected - - - -

Figure 3: Stuck at fault at ‘0’ (a5)
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3.2.2 Test Data Split Using AMT-RLC
The underlying test data set TD, for a circuit with n test plans made by the Automatic Test Pattern

Generation (ATPG) might be addressed by an n-tuple set, TD= TD
1, TD

2, TD
3…, TD

n, where the length of
the ith test data, TD

i, which comprises of 0 s, 1 s, and Xs, arranges the length of the output chain, ISC.
Following the obtaining of the previously mentioned test data TD, the subsequent stage is for each TD

i to
be remembered for the length of the ISR. Thus, the mxn split enlightening test assortments become as follows:

Ti
D¼ fTd

ði�1Þmþ1
; Td

ði�1Þmþ2
::; Tim

d g (1)

Each Td
i is a subset of TDi, with ISR being the length of these subsets. As shown in Fig. 5, test

information TD is composed of subsets of Td
i with cuts of m × n.

Because this length is connected to the hardware area overhead and compression ratio, the value of ISR
must be determined by a specified standard. The following criteria can be used to predict the amount of
compressed test information needed to determine a suitable ISR:

C � B:; T � D:: ffi; T� D::�; 1�; P � m::ð�d � i:; � d � iþ 1:Þg; R� pi:þ ðm� nÞ (2)

where CB (TD) = Sequence of Compressed data and TD, |TD| = Test data's Size

,1–,P-m..(,-d-i.,,-d-i+1.) = Probability of match between,-d-i.and, T-d-i+1.

The Probability of match can be updated as follows

; ;�m::; T� d� i:;; T� d� i þ 1::� ¼ 1� n� m� 1:;

i ¼ 1� n� m� 1�ð;T� d� i:¼¼; T� d� i þ 1::Þ (3)

Figure 4: Work flow structure of RJC

Figure 5: Test data split scheme
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Finally, the essential is that the words,-m .., T-d-i., T-d-i+1..] and m are both susceptible to ISR. In this
approach, the compression ratio and hardware area overhead are associated with ISR. The effort required to
obtain a complete region for good ISR is critical for better results. The overall functional block diagram of the
multi-scale transformation operation is shown in Fig. 6. This block diagram has the complex operation of
multiscale transformation-based test compression.

The Mode Program includes test vectors and needs a SOC test. After agreeing to recover the non-trivial
interesting test vectors in the decompression software, the test vectors were applied to each and the SOC to
assess yield reactions. The test vectors are separated by 8 bits of the shipper's proportionate size, and the
block size is determined by the total amount of vector bits. Bits of Block Assurance Within a couple of
blocks, the entire number of blocks of the same size are dispersed. The number of bits per block in this
work is an unambiguous 8-bit coding word. The quantity of blocks is brought out here, such as 8 =
blocks equal to b = 0 b = 7. The decision has obstructed the remainder of the byte code and the ID bit
scheme used for the encoded section is utilized in the tests, which rely on the presently limited high-
request bits. An ID bit project controls which code words should be used in which sequence in the text.
The decoder is employed with relative id bits to break the encoded bits, which are then encoded to id bits
and byte code, with RLC connection to encoding test data. These results achieve improved memory for
storing during significant test vectors in limited memory. The suggested AMT-RLC logic fulfills the
matching sequence to increase efficiency. Two procedures should be taken to compress the split test data:
1) a forward X-filling for a larger number of matching test data sets, and 2) a backward X-filling for a
smaller number of test data sets. Td

i, the unfilled split test data, is transformed into Tp
i, a filled multiscale

transformation, where Tp
i={Tp

(i−1)m+1,Tp
(i−1)m+2,…,Tp

im}; they are a subset of TP. Finally, the matching
point is stored in the split variable T di and the filling variable T padded.

3.2.3 Function of Test Data Decompression
Fig. 7 depicts the suggested decompression architecture. The useful segment counter is not started with

the RJC counter value when the value of the new seed is fed into the decompression architecture to count the
total number of useful sections created per seed.

Figure 6: Block diagram of multi-scale transformation operation
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A chain environment with RJC and AMT-RLC test code counters, relevant segment counters, and
decoder circuitry in the proposed decompression architecture. Whenever a new seed is an input, many
counters are utilized to compare and AMT-RLC the sequence, and the resulting seed is then supplied to
the usable segments counter. After then, a new batch of seeds is picked for further processing. The Mode
Select unit is utilized to determine the user segment's excellence. All values of the Segment Counter and
RJC Counter are encoded for this assessment. The Mode Select unit receives the decoded output and uses
it to drive the suggested test data AMT-RLC circuitry. The following are the steps in the Decompression
algorithm. Encode Bits to take any of the ID pieces and blocks, the ID bits are decoded in the presence
and 8-bit code word modified, counters until it is shown to be 1. 0 s. This scale is eventually used to
check the number of 0 s associated with achieving the first uncompressed test vector that is moved over
the code word and bytes. Achieve the first uncompressed bits on finding the overall thought of the
emphasis on drawing. Tab. 2 discusses the test data sequence stuck at fault detection of the
S27 benchmark circuit with the proposed system.

The Stuck at ‘1’ and Stuck at ‘0’ Fault Detection utilizing without compression sequence approach with
three state method. When compared to the regular scan mode, the AMT-RLC approach detects all flaws. The
stuck at ‘1’ fault is detected using a total of 64 bits in conventional scan mode, however, the planned tetra
state AMT-RLC only needs 48 bits.

Figure 7: AMT-RLC-decompression architecture

Table 2: Stuck at ‘1’ and ‘0’ Fault Detection-AMT-RLC

Input sequence 0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001 1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111

AMT-RLC compression 0000 0001 0010 0101 0110 0111 1000 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111

AMT-RLC stuck at 1 fault-a9. - D D - - - - D - - - D

AMT-RLC stuck at 0 fault –a5 D D D - - - D D - - - -
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4 Simulation Results and Discussion

The simulation results and performance analysis of the suggested test data compression system are
discussed in this section. Testing time and power consumption during the testing of SoCs are getting
progressively significant with an expanding volume of test information in licensed innovation cores in
SoCs. This work presented an Adaptive Multiscale transformation algorithm to decrease the scan-in
power and test information volume utilizing the Adaptive Multiscale transformation-based run-length
coding algorithm.

4.1 Simulation Results Analysis

The simulation result of standard output and stuck at Fault detected Output of S27 benchmark circuit is
shown in Figs. 8a and 8b. The simulation result of the floor plan view is shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 8: Simulation output of S27

Figure 9: Simulation result of floor plan view–S27
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4.2 Performance Analysis of Compression Ratio

The proposed Test data compression proportion can be assessed as

Data Compression Ratio ðCRÞ ¼ TD � ðTs þ TPÞ
TD

(4)

TD = Uncompressed Data

TS = Test Sets

TP = Skipped Data Separately

Tab. 3 compares the compression ratio performance of the proposed system to that of various
other current approaches. Fig. 10 depicts a graphical analytical comparison of the compression ratio
based on Tab. 3.

Fig. 10 compares the performance of the proposed Adaptive Multiscale transformation-based run-length
coding technique to existing test data compression methods in terms of the Test Data Compression Ratio.
When compared to standard approaches, this comparison clearly shows that the suggested method
produces the best results. The suggested system's test data compression ratio in the S27 circuit was 68.85%.

Table 3: Performance analysis of compression ratio

Benchmark circuits S27 S5378 S9234 S13207 S15850 S38417 S38584

FDR [31] (%) 43.15 47.91 43.6 81.3 66.2 43.4 60.9

ERLC [31] (%) 46.56 54.3 53.7 86.6 70.1 62.3 65.5

EFDR [31] (%) 51.03 51.9 45.5 81.8 68.02 60.5 62.7

ARL [31] (%) 48.12 50.8 45.02 82.3 66.9 60.7 61.2

PRL [31] (%) 47.21 57.7 53.6 86.5 70.1 62.3 65.5

ARHRLC [31] (%) 49.92 67.8 57.8 89.1 74.4 67.5 74.3

AMT RLC (%) 68.85 69.25 59.15 90.26 76.27 69.35 75.92
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Figure 10: Test data compression ratio analysis
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4.3 Performance Analysis of Fault Coverage Ratio

The fault coverage of the proposed designs depends on the length of the test vector. The outcome of the
test will depend on its fault coverage against functional faults, the proposed fault coverage ratio was
estimated in Eq. (5) and fault coverage ratio comparison was shown in Tab. 4.

Fault Coverage ¼ Detected Faults

Total faults
� 100 (5)

The performance analysis of the fault coverage ratio for the proposed system with some other existing
methods is discussed in Tab. 4. Based on Tab. 4, the graphical analysis comparison of the fault coverage ratio
is shown in Fig. 11.

In terms of fault coverage ratio, Fig. 11 looks at the proposed Adaptive Multiscale transformation-based
run-length coding with conventional compression methods. This examination plainly outlines that the
proposed system conveys the greatest results when compared with common techniques. In the
S27 circuit, the proposed method achieved a 98.65% compression ratio.

Table 4: Performance analysis of fault coverage ratio

Benchmark circuits S27 S5378 S9234 S13207 S15850 S38417 S38584

FDR (%) 87.5 90.24 89.12 81.7 74.21 71.43 70.54

EFDR (%) 82.13 92.31 91.56 83.5 76.1 73.45 71.63

ERLC (%) 88.6 90.13 92.36 86.2 81.04 77.02 73.61

PRL (%) 87.69 93.41 91.52 83.74 79.12 76.43 79.65

ARL (%) 87.12 97.8 95.9 89.61 81.35 80.93 81.08

ARHRLC (%) 83.12 98.5 96.4 96.32 93.66 91.21 96.45

AMT RLC (%) 91.25 98.65 97.25 97.05 94.15 92.26 98.12
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Figure 11: Fault coverage ratio analysis
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4.4 Performance Analysis of Area Overhead

The performance analysis of Area overhead for the proposed system with some other existing methods is
discussed in Tab. 5. Based on Tab. 5, the graphical analysis comparison of area overhead is shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 compares the proposed Adaptive Multiscale transformation-based run-length coding technique
to existing test data compression methods in terms of area overhead consumption ratio. When compared to
standard approaches, this comparison clearly shows that the suggested method produces the best results. The
suggested system's area overhead consumption ratio in the S27 circuit for 31%.

4.5 Performance Analysis of Power Consumption

The performance analysis of power consumption for the proposed system with some other existing
methods is discussed in Tab. 6. Based on Tab. 6 the graphical analysis comparison of power consumption
is shown in Fig. 13.

Table 5: Performance analysis of area overhead

Benchmark circuits S27 S5378 S9234 S13207 S15850 S38417 S38584

Without compression (%) 65 45 57 68 75 83 91

ARHRLC (%) 52 42 50 60 73 81 89

AMT RLC (%) 31 37 47 56 68 73 81
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Figure 12: Performance of area overhead

Table 6: Performance analysis of power consumption

Benchmark circuits S27 S5378 S9234 S13207 S15850 S38417 S38584

FDR (uW) 456 1854 5692 12416 20742 172665 136634

EFDR (uW) 385 1414 3469 8016 13894 117834 89138

ARL (uW) 356 1206 3466 7703 13881 112198 88298

ARHRLC (uW) 286 1018 3463 7700 13450 112196 88296

AMT RLC (uW) 215 956 3015 7000 12023 102515 78456
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Fig. 13 compares the proposed Adaptive Multiscale transformation-based run-length coding technique
to known test data compression methods in terms of power consumption ratio. When compared to standard
approaches, this comparison clearly shows that the suggested method produces the best results. The
suggested system's total power consumption ratio in the S27 circuit for 215uW.

4.6 Performance Analysis of Power Delay Product

The performance analysis of the power delay product for the proposed system with some other existing
methods is discussed in Tab. 7. Based on Tab. 7, the graphical analysis comparison of the power delay
product is shown in Fig. 14.
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Figure 13: Power consumption analysis

Table 7: Performance analysis of power delay product

Benchmark circuits S27 S5378 S9234 S13207 S15850 S38417 S38584

FDR (s) 26 42.52 61.5 32.19 32.9 53.75 47.5

PRL (s) 21 35.62 54.5 25.5 25.7 46.9 41.09

ARL (s) 18 28.7 47.5 18.9 18.28 40.15 34.59

ARHRLC (s) 15 18.73 26.65 12.36 14.63 22.32 22.36

AMT RLC (s) 9 14.92 24.65 10.31 12.1 14.65 21.2
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Figure 14: Performance analysis of power delay product
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Fig. 14 compares the performance of the proposed Adaptive Multiscale transformation-based run-length
coding technique with known test data compression methods in terms of power delay product. When
compared to standard approaches, this comparison clearly shows that the suggested method produces the
best results. The suggested system's total power delay product in the S27 circuit for just 9 s.

5 Conclusion

This work presented data compression techniques and a decompression system for testing
ICAS89 benchmark circuits. The proposed approach utilizes Adaptive Multiscale transformation-based
run-length coding and the inner output chain(s) of the code under test. It outperforms an ongoing
compression technique based on Adaptive Multiscale Transformation-based run-length coding by a wide
margin. An Adaptive Multiscale Transformation Run Length Code decreases the measure of test data that
should be held on a tester and moved to each center of a System on a Chip (SOC) during a test. The data
transfer speed between the tester and the SOC is a square when testing refined SOCs with a few centers
to check how long the test can run. The proposed work keeps the tester in the SOC and the test vectors
in a compressed memory structure. Because of its numerous qualities that reduce the test data volume,
the Adaptive Multiscale Transformation Run Length Code is chosen for a core test vector system. These
characteristics guarantee that the code words overhead is decoded utilizing a straightforward cell exhibit
that occupies less room. The proposed realistic packs test data strikingly well, as per test results for the
ISCAS 89 benchmarks. The findings also suggest that ATPG compaction isn't always necessary for
preserving ATE memory and reducing testing time. The overall fault coverage and compression ratio of
the proposed system are 95% and 70%.
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